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PROCURIFY WAS CHALLENGED TO:
Provided better visibility
into spending

Dramatically cut down
purchasing time

Help get the lowest
costs possible

Based in California, AltSchool is a fast-growing chain of schools with locations throughout San Francisco, as well as a new
campus in Brooklyn, New York, set to open in the 2015-2016 school year. Excel Public Charter School is a fast-growing
charter school located just outside of Seattle, a bustling metropolis in the Pacific Northwest.
Both organizations have admirable education and growth goals, but even the most groundbreaking institutions need help
with their purchasing process.

“This is very important for our corporate goals, one
of which is to deliver a high-quality education at the
lowest cost possible. The reporting function is very
important for the back end, myself, to be able to show
what that cost of education is. Procurify helps reconcile
what our purchases are, in what department they are
made and what account to charge them to.”
SUE YOON
VP Finance at AltSchool

“Procurify provides an easy to use interface for
people to enter exactly what they want, how
much of it and estimate the cost. This makes
it significantly easier from a purchasing and
budgeting standpoint to approve requests and
process them.”
JOE CALISE
DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS & FINANCE
AT EXCEL PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL

THE NEED TO MANAGE PURCHASING
AltSchool:

Excel Public Charter School:

“The biggest operational stress that we have is executing

“There was always lots of emails back and forth when it

high quality as we scale quickly. Specifically on the

came to purchasing and it would get hard to keep track of

procurement side it has been a very ad-hoc process.”

what exactly someone needed purchased.”

FINDING A BETTER WAY
AltSchool:

Excel Public Charter School:

“The biggest thing is giving teachers autonomous ability to

“Procurify keeps me organized and on top of purchasing

manage their own budgets – which is huge. It’s obviously

requests, I don’t need to hunt down paper POs and emails

more scalable for someone in finance to have Procurify

with requests, it’s all in one place. It provides an easy to use

tracking all spend versus budgets, and then me reports at

interface for people to enter exactly what they want, how

the end of the month and giving our teachers an update.

much of it and estimate costs. This makes it significantly

That has been the biggest and element.”

easier from a purchasing and budgeting standpoint to
approve requests and process them.”

Procurify is an online spend management software that gives you better control and visibility to help your organization
spend money more effectively. We help streamline purchases to preferred vendors, maintain control with custom approval
routing, assign accountability through custom budgets, and increase visibility throughout the entire procure-to-pay process.

